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1/ Cohiba Club 10 Cigarillos 21 Ring Gauge x 4” Medium £23.00 Pk 10 
 

Small, machine-made Cubans with a superb flavour, ideal for the inexperienced or someone looking for a quick, 
quality smoke, perhaps for a pre-dinner cigar or over a cup of coffee. Individually cellophane wrapped & no cutter 
required. Approx. 15mins smoking time. 

 

2/ Cohiba Panatelas 26 Ring Gauge x 4½” Medium £25.00 Each 
 

One of the smallest cigars made entirely by hand, the aroma is medium tobacco, with light sweet, woody notes and 
hints of leather. A characteristic flavour slightly spicy & earthy, with a softly lingering background of sweetness. 

 

3/ Cohiba Siglo I 40 Ring Gauge x 4” Medium £29.00 Each 
 

Handmade with up to three of Cohiba's filler leaves, the seco, ligero and the rare medio tiempo. A tiny Corona, very 
similar in taste to the other coronas in the Siglo line. A creamy sweetness to begin with, following with beany 
mocha flavours and a medium tobacco taste. 

 

4/ Cohiba Siglo II 42 Ring Gauge x 5 1/8” Medium £38.00 Each 

 
The Cohiba Siglo II cigar is a petit corona, and the tobacco leaves go through the fermentation process three times 
over the course of two years before being crafted into cigars. This is similar to other Siglos because it has a sweet 
creaminess with bean flavours, however the smoke also provides a silky, oily woodiness which is uncommon for 
Cohiba Cigars. 

 

5/ Cohiba Siglo III 42 Ring Gauge x 6 1/8” Med-Full £50.00 Each 
 

The standout of others in the Siglo series with its distinctive flavours. A corona Grande matured for 2yrs in Cuba’s 

famous El Liguito factory. Notes of grilled vanilla combine with spicy chocolate, deep cocoa, and a drip of chilli to 

spice up your tastebuds before they're cooled with rich and creamy leather combined with a dollop of fresh cream! 

 

6/ Cohiba Siglo IV 46 Ring Gauge x 5 5/8” Med-Full £58.00 Each 
 

A Corona Gorda with an extremely similar feel to the other cigars in the Siglo series. Beginning with a creamy 
sweetness and a mild floral aroma, leading to mocha and bean flavours with a medium tobacco taste. Uniquely 
amongst Habanos this has up to three of Cohiba's filler leaves, the seco, ligero and the rare medio tiempo. 

 

7/ Cohiba Siglo Robusto 50 Ring Gauge x 4.7/8” Med-Full £65.00 Each 
 

According to Habanos, only the highest-grade tobacco from 5 finest farms in Cuba’s Vuelta Abajo zone are selected 
for Cohiba’s, but the Cuban monopoly won’t name the plantations. We can verify with certainty is that Cohiba 

Robusto are sophisticated and delicious smokes, powerful cigars with notes of oak, vanilla, and almonds. 

 

8/ Partagas Serie P No2. 52 Ring Gauge x 6 1/8” Full £40.00 Each 
 

A true connoisseur cigar in the 52-gauge pyramid (or torpedo) size with a softer, less direct pace but with big 
flavours. A Partagas is immediately recognisable by its deep, earthly flavour. The character of its blend springs from 
a selection of filler and binder tobaccos grown in the Vuelta Abajo zone and chosen for their unmistakable richness 
of flavour and aroma. 
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9/ Partagas Serie D4 50 Ring Gauge x 4 7/8” Full £33.00 Each 
 

One of the top selling Havana’s, strong and full bodied, exploring aromas of wood and spice in equal doses. This is 

all about smoothness so no instant tangs from pepper or spice as it’s the aftertaste that counts. With a blend of 

nuts, roasted coffee and even vegetables, the Serie D No. 4 provides a very flavoursome and complex smoke. 

 

10/ Partagas Serie D6 50 Ring Gauge x 3 ½” Full £24.00 Each 
 

The newest addition to the Partagas “D” series, the D6 is the shortest in length at 3½” (90mm) making this a stout 
cigar ideal for brief smoking breaks, whilst retaining all the rich aromas associated with the Partagas brand. What’s 

great about the size is that you can probably smoke this stogie fast - from start to finish in about 15-25 minutes 

 

11/ Hoyo de Monterrey Epicure No2 50 Ring Gauge x 4 7/8” Mild-Med £30.00 Each 
 

Like its bigger brother the No.1, this Robusto is fresh and perfect if you enjoy a smoke in the great outdoors as 
opposed to being locked away in a dimly lit smoking club. With a smooth strength, it has an intense tobacco taste, 
blended with cocoa, cinnamon, and dried fruits.  A great treat during the day or with a cold beer, tasty and smooth. 

 

12/ Trinidad Vigia 54 Ring Gauge x 4 3/8” Medium £47.00 Each 
 

Short and squat, it still maintains Trinidad’s signature pigtail cap, its heavy ring gauge offers an abundant smoke, 

lush with earthy truffle notes, oakiness and a warm nutty finish. Vigia is named for the watchtowers in the Cuban 
city of Trinidad erected to observe the sugarcane fields. 

 

13/ Trinidad Shorts Medium £32.00 Pk 10 
 

100% Cuban tobacco, these cigarillos are blended to replicate the classic smooth and creamy Trinidad aromas. 
Machine made in Cuba using leaves from iconic Vuelta Abajo region. Each Short is cellophane wrapped for 
freshness and protection, pre-cut, and dressed in the stylish, eye-catching Trinidad cigar band 

 

14/ Trinidad Reyes 40 Ring Gauge x 4 3/8” Medium £30.00 Each 
 

Stronger than it looks, this tan, pigtailed petit corona has a slightly firm draw that but burns even, slow, and cool. 
It’s leathery and floral with an herbal component, hint of wood spicy notes of red pepper that pop unexpectedly. 
Aromatic & fragrant, a medium-bodied cigar offering immense versatility - an important all-rounder! 

 

15/ Trinidad Esmeralda 53 Ring Gauge x 5 3/4” Medium £56.00 Each 
 

Notable for not only being a thick cigar, but also for offering a new vitola to the Habanos S.A. portfolio. Named 
after one of Trinidad’s most famous streets it gives a 1-hour smoke full of strong notes and taste. Soft aromas of 
bread, citrus and distinct pepper note with a touch of creamy orange 

 

16/ H. Upmann Magnum 46 46 Ring Gauge x 5 5/8” Medium £31.00 Each 
 

H. Upmann Magnum 46 cigars limited availability makes it a very desired smoke among aficionados. Exploding with 
savoury flavours of spiced wood and exotic accents through the second and third tier, the main H. Upmann blend is 
present with medium to strong tobacco flavours remaining dominant. This is all about that old school Havana 
flavour profile. 
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17/ H. Upmann Magnum 54 54 Ring Gauge x 4 3/4” Medium £34.00 Each 
 

Rich earth and tobacco flavours form the core of the blend. Notes of sweet cedar, creamy smooth cappuccino, nuts, 
dried fruit, almond, and black pepper develop as the cigar transitions. Delicate, aromatic, elegant, flavourful, and 
light. Totally handmade with leaves sourced from the Vuelta Abajo region of Cuba. 

 

18/ Punch Coronations 42 Ring Gauge x 5 1/8” Med-Full £21.00 Each 
 

Mild woody tones are brought to life with injections of fruity notes makes this cigar a pleasant smoke. A mild- 
mannered cigar, similar to the typical Punch flavours. Mr Punch, the clown who personified the magazine, is still 
featured in every box with a cigar in his hand! 

 

19/ Montecristo Open Master 50 Ring Gauge x 4 7/8” Medium £30.00 Each 
 

After trying the Montecristo Open Master Cigar, you will see where the Cuban based brand is coming from. Named 
after the master’s tennis series this cigar is somehow complex and full of great flavours yet not overpowering. Its 

unique blend creates a medium to full flavoured experience that is ideal for the novice or aficionado alike. 

 

20/ Montecristo Petit Edmundo 52 Ring Gauge x 4 3/8” Medium-Full £29.00 Each 
 

All Edmundo’s are tripa larga, totalmente a mano – long filler, totally hand made using medium to full-bodied blend 
of Vuelta Abajo tobaccos that deliver the classic, bitter-sweet, tangy flavour that has made Montecristo the world’s 

most popular Havana cigar brand. Flavours include spices & subtle dark bitter chocolate with notes of dry cedar. 

 

21/ Montecristo Petit Tubos 42 Ring Gauge x 5 1/8” Medium-Full £26.00 Each 
 

The World’s most popular cigar has been dubbed as the ultimate cigar for novice aficionados or for those looking to 

get into the hobby because of the incredibly easy draw and light to medium strength along with flavours that are 

not too overpowering. 

 

22/ Montecristo Petit No2 52 Ring Gauge x 4 3/4” Medium £30.00 Each 
 

The draw is magnificent & the taste is unrivalled. Main flavours include hints of biscuits, dark chocolate, and damp 
soil, up to toasted tobacco & fresh baked biscuits. The final third of the cigar is a little bitter with a drop of menthol 
to freshen your mouth before you have finished your smoke. 

 

23/ Montecristo No5 40 Ring Gauge x 4” Medium £16.00 Each 
 

Small enough to not take up too much time yet big enough to enable the full pleasure of a Cuban cigar to come 
through. Contains a mild to strong tobacco that’s flavoured with spices, vanilla, cocoa, and chocolate. It burns 

beautifully, starting with a spicy tang that subdues in the first half and makes way for quick bursts of sweetness. 

 

24/ Montecristo Medio Corona 44 Ring Gauge x 3½” Medium-Full £18.00 Each 
 

The shortest of the of the long filler hand rolled cigars. The flavour of the cigar is characteristic of the brand that has 
become the world’s most sought after, with a taste that can only be described as a tangy bitterness similar to the 

taste of strong cocoa or coffee beans. 
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25/ Montecristo Edmundo 52 Ring Gauge x 5 1/3” Med-Full £35.00 Each 
 

Montecristo's perfectly balanced blends are created, and hand made exclusively with selected filler and binder 
leaves from the Vuelta Abajo zone, home of the finest tobaccos in the world. Classic Montecristo leather, pepper, 
and coffee notes cigar but with a smoother and sweeter experience. 

 

26/ Romeo Petit Royales 47 Ring Gauge x 3 3/4” Medium £22.00 Each 
 

Medium in flavour combined with a variety of flavours to create a complex cigar. Floral in aroma with hints of 
nuttiness, garden herbs and smoked wood this is certainly a cigar to try. Romeo y Julieta's balanced and aromatic 
blend of selected filler and binder leaves from the Vuelta Abajo zone make it the classic medium bodied Habano. 

 

27/ Romeo y Julieta No2 42 Ring Gauge x 5 1/8” Medium £24.00 Each 
 

The Romeo y Julieta No.2 Tubos cigar is a classic of the brand, this cigar carries essentially the same taste as the 
other Tubos. The tobacco is medium in flavour combined with a variety of flavours to create a complex cigar. Floral 
in aroma with hints of nuttiness, garden herbs and smoked wood this is certainly a cigar to try. 

 

28/ Romeo y Julieta Short Churchill 50 Ring Gauge x 4 7/8” Medium £33.00 Each 
 

Smaller version of the Churchill yet like the original, this cigar is full of flavour, has a very consistent draw and never 
tires or becomes bitter. Unlike the other Churchills, the small carries more fruity flavours with hints of cherries and 
vanilla whilst still retaining the earthy notes reminding you that it is a classic Romeo y Julieta blend. 

 

29/ Romeo y Julieta No3 40 Ring Gauge x 4 5/8” Medium £21.00 Each 
 

A classic of the brand, this cigar carries essentially the same taste as the other Tubos. The tobacco is medium in 
flavour combined with a variety of flavours to create a complex cigar. Floral in aroma with hints of nuttiness, garden 
herbs and smoked wood this is certainly a cigar to try. 

 

30/ Romeo y Julieta Churchill 47 Ring Gauge x 7” Medium £44.00 Each 
 

Winston Churchill became a devotee of the brand. Following his visit to Havana in 1946, his name has not only been 
commemorated on a band, but it has also served to describe the marque's most famous size - Romeo y Julieta 
Churchill. With a balanced, aromatic blend, the classic medium bodied Habano gives 60+ mins smoking. 

 

31/ Vegueros Mananitas 46 Ring Gauge x 4” Med-Full £16.00 Each 
 

It is a tradition in the Vuelta Abajo zone for the Vegueros (farmers) to make their own cigars. Vegueros cigars are 
rolled in the Francisco Donatién factory (a former prison) in Pinar del Río. Delivering classic Cuban woody, earthy 
and spicy flavours this cigar is a great pick for a novice or for a try-out. Approx. 40 minutes smoke 

 

32/ Vegueros Entretiempos 52 Ring Gauge x 4 1/3” Med-Full £24.00 Each 
 

Vagueros vitolas are produced Totalmente a Mano Tripa Larga - totally handmade, long filler- with a Medium to Full 
flavour blend. This is a perfect petit robusto with a nice and pleasant but not overpowering or complex attitude. 
Delivers a hearty and rich flavour, with plenty of earth and spice character balance. 
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33/ Vegueros Centrofinos 50 Ring Gauge x 5 1/8” Med-Full £26.00 Each 
 

All Vegueros are adorned with a banderole with a clearly recognizable "V". In a perfect draw and burn, the cigar 
shows itself with an authentic cigar taste, just as most tobacco farmers in Cuba love it. Tobacco lovers can enjoy 
fine aromas of earth, leather, and wood in around 45 to 60 minutes. 

 

34/ Quintero Favoritos 50 Ring Gauge x 4 1/2” Medium £20.00 Each 
 

All the tobaccos selected for Quintero's filler blend come from Vuelta Abajo and Semi Vuelta zones. Each Quintero 
cigar is made using the short filler, totally handmade technique. Approx. a 20 min smoke, the smooth, medium 
bodied taste makes it ideal for those seeking to experience the flavour of Habanos at an affordable price. 

 

35/ H. Upmann Half Corona 44 Ring Gauge x 3 1/2” Medium £15.00 Each 
 

A small attractive Havana cigar with good draw and complex flavours for its size. This vitola is creamy with hints of 
coffee, an excellent short break cigar. Small, affordable, and ideal for days when you are pressed for time and 
cannot afford an hour and a half as smoke time is approx. 35 minutes. 

 

36/ Guantanamera Cristales 41 Ring Gauge x 5 7/8” Mild-Med £12.00 Each 
 

Guantanamera cigars are the ideal starting point for those interested in sampling the Joys of Cuban Tobacco without 
breaking the bank. Each cigar is made with 100% Cuban tobacco, from the legendary Vuelta Ariba region. These 
cigars are machine made and come pre-cut, so no need to worry about a cigar cutter. 

 

37/ Rafael Gonzalez Perla’s 40 Ring Gauge x 4” Mild £15.00 Each 
 

The Rafael Gonzalez Perla’s Cigar has proven itself to be a great Cuban cigar for both experienced aficionados and 
cigar beginners alike. This cigar provides you with 20 minutes of smoking pleasure, making it a great daytime smoke. 
You can expect a light-bodied smoke - with woody and earthy notes with a hint of black pepper. 

 

38/Hoyo de Monterrey Le Hoyo de Rio Seco 56 Ring Gauge x 5 7/8” Mild £25.00 Each 
 

This is the second heavy ring gauge vitola to be included within the Le Hoyo series; an appealing option for those 
who like Habanos with less strength that are delicate, aromatic and with a great elegance and complexity. Well 
received this will become the benchmark for those looking for an elegant, robust, and balanced flavour. 
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1/ Hiram & Solomon- Grand Architect 52 Ring Gauge x 5” Medium £25.00 Each 
 

A smooth, satiny, coffee bean brown Corojo wrapper with a rustic aroma, light citrus and cinnamon spice that 
changes to sweet cedar and leather notes. The name comes from one of the founding principles of Freemasons, a 
reference to the Divine Being - known as humanity’s Master Builder or Great Architect, according to the company. 

 

2/Rocky Patel Grand Reserve Robusto 50 Ring Gauge x 5 1/2” Medium £24.00 Each 
 

This is a smoke for anyone in the world who loves a fine cigar. The super creamy cigar offers the delicate sweetness 
of dried fruit and chocolate, the delicate bitter tones of tea, as well as woody, leathery, and nutty aromas. Caffe 
latte and herbal spice are just the encore. 

 

3/Rocky Patel A.L.R. 2nd Edition Robusto 52 Ring Gauge x 5 1/2” Medium £22.00 Each 
 

This box-pressed robusto has all the sweet, satisfying qualities of melted chocolate and vanilla bean, balanced by an 
uplifting hint of fresh, shredded coconut. Patel claims they get a 2yr resting period for maturation and added levels 
of complexity. This probably contributes to the cost as few Rocky Patel cigars are this price. 

 

4/Rocky Patel Hamlet 25th anniversary 50 Ring Gauge x 5.1/2” Medium £20.00 Each 
 

Hamlet Parades produced this blend with a nod to his 25yrs in the cigar industry. The initial light isn't a full-on 
explosion of flavours, there is some pepper in there with a little earthiness that changes to leather and chocolate, 
the cigar has complexity but doesn't get too full on so ideal for those who enjoy a slightly milder experience. 

 

5/Rocky Patel Tabaquero Hamlet Robusto 50 Ring Gauge x 5” Medium £21.00 Each 
 

Tabaquero = Tobacconist. This masterfully crafted blend is a unique experience for any aficionado. A medium 
bodied cigar with flavours of spice, cocoa, coffee, pepper, earth, and subtle cream. This cigar is the closest a smoker 
can get to a fusion of Cuban craftsmanship and Nicaraguan ingenuity. 

 

6/Rocky Patel Sixty Robusto 50 Ring Gauge x 5 1/2” Medium £25.00 Each 
 

This will appeal to the sophisticated palate; it is medium to full-bodied and offers an excellent smoking experience 
with notes of caramel and expresso along with leather. Not a budget cigar, but with all the time (8yrs) and effort 
taken there was no chance Rocky wouldn't produce a masterpiece. Approx. 50-65 minutes smoke time. 

 

7/Plasencia Reserva 1898 Robusto 52 Ring Gauge x 4 3/4" Medium £16.00 Each 
 

A wonderful, well-balanced cigar from start to finish. Very close to a full-bodied cigar, it's smooth flavour of leather, 
wood & white peppery notes are perfect. Very pleasant draw and extremely even burn right down to the last third! 

 

8/La Invicta Robusto 50 Ring Gauge x 5” Medium £13.00 Each 
 

Handmade cigars including Nicaraguan filler and wrapper leaves. The easy draw brings out the rich, nutty-cedar 
flavours 
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Nicaraguan Cigars 

9/La Invicta Petit Corona 42 Ring Gauge x 4” Medium £11.00 Each 
 

Handmade cigars including Nicaraguan filler and wrapper leaves. The easy draw brings out the rich, nutty-cedar 
flavours. 

 

10/Asylum 13 Short Corona 44 Ring Gauge x 4” Med-Full £14.00 Each 
 

Prepare yourself for a slow and cool burn, with a medium to full bodied array of flavour. The smoke from these 
cigars shows hints of dark chocolate, dark creamy stout (maybe Guinness?), dried fruit, espresso and just a 
suggestion of apple, built on a slightly sweet, peppery, and drying Malty base. 

 

11/Gurkha Heritage Robusto 55 Ring Gauge x 5” Med-Full £15.00 Each 
 

This traditional medium to full-bodied robusto packs loads of flavours, containing complex notes of earth, hay, and 
cedar throughout its spicy, complex finish. The blend has rich coffee and dark chocolate tones with a subtle and 
well-balanced spice present throughout. 

 

12/Perdomo Connecticut Robusto - 10th Anniversary 
 

54 Ring Gauge x 5" Mild-Med £24.00 Each 
 

The butterscotch-coloured Ecuadorian Connecticut wrapper imparts sweet hints of cream & honey while the 
binder/filler leaves offer a rich spiciness with oaky undertones. The combination of the blend offers elegant flavours 
with rich complex aromas and a silky, smooth finish. 

 

13/Perdomo Maduro Robusto - 10th Anniversary 
 

54 Ring Gauge x 5" Med -Full £24.00 Each 
 

Perdomo Reserve 10yr Anniversary cigars are handmade with attractive Cuban-seed Nicaraguan Maduro wrappers 
that impart a symphony of complex flavours with a smooth, silky finish. There are coffee notes with some pepper 
and a little chocolate. The draw is excellent, this is a well-made cigar and a great smoke right to the nub. 

 

14/NUB Maduro 460 60 Ring Gauge x 4” Med -Full £25.00 Each 
 

All Nub cigars are handmade at the prestigious Oliva factory in Estelí, Nicaragua. Hand rolled and featuring a 
beautiful Maduro wrapper adding a slight sweetness to the lips. Beautifully filled medium to full-bodied New World 
cigar with a dark Brazilian maduro wrapper. Short and stout with a beautifully rich, creamy flavour 

 

15/NUB Connecticut 460 60 Ring Gauge x 4” Medium £25.00 Each 
 

Smooth to the touch with a minimal vein structure produces ample amounts of smoke from the 60-ring gauge body 
& fills the room with rich hints of cedar and pepper. Nub cigars can burn for a deceptively longer time than you 
would think. A cool-burning profile of almonds, cashews, and white pepper. 
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16/Rose of Sharon, Connecticut/Robusto 54 Ring Gauge x 5 1/2” Mild - Med £22.00 Each 
 

Robert Holt honours his wife Sharon with a “…celebration of grace and the devotion of Sharon Holt as she continues 

her daily service via strong faith and daily fellowship,” Handmade by Southern Draw, this is a semi-box pressed cigar 

mild in strength and perfect as a morning smoke to taste caramel, toasted nuts, pepper, and spice! 

 

17/ Don Kiki: Vintage selection gold label 54 Ring Gauge x 6” Full £25.00 Each 
 

Blended by the late Kiki Berger, a full-bodied cigar that is aged to perfection. From the first to last puff your taste 
buds will tingle and dance from hints of leather, cedar and spices that enhance all flavours on the back of your 
palette. 

 

18/ Stogie Road, Big Tony Toro 50 Ring Gauge x 6” Med – Full £22.00 Each 
 

This is one of those cigars that offered a cornucopia of flavours and aromas from foot to nub. Starting with a 
medium pepper burst there are notes of liquorice, fruity jam, cafe mocha & sweet caramel. Add in some spice, 
toasted cracker, chocolate, and cedar and you just don’t want to put this one down. 

 

19/A.J. Fernandez Viva La Vida Diadema       52 Ring Gauge x 61/2”     Med – Full            £26.00 Each       
(Limited Edition)  
The Habano Colorado-Maduro wrapper (from Tabacalera Fernandez Nicaraguan farms) covers a Nicaraguan Corojo 
binder, and a filler made of Nicaraguan Criollo ’98 tobacco and delivers bold notes of black pepper and leather. 

Burn time up to 90mins 

 

20/A.J. Fernandez Aging Room Quattro          52 Ring Gauge x 61/2”      Full         £25.00 Each 
 (Nicaragua Maestro) 

Developed by master blender AJ Fernandez this is rich in flavour but doesn’t cost a fortune and is an excellent cigar 

for a long-lasting smoke. It’s not overly strong but is a full-bodied smoke. Each puff has notes of dark chocolate and 
wood with subtle, understated hints of fine caramel and toasted almonds. 

 

21/A.J.Fernandez Enclave Connecticut (Robusto) 
 

52 Ring Gauge x 5” Medium £22.00 Each 
 

Handmade, this is covered in an Ecuador Connecticut wrapper with the rest of the tobacco grown on AJ Fernandez 
farms in Nicaragua. An excellent flavour profile with chocolate, cedar, nut, and cream notes which really work well 
together. This gives a high-quality smoke and is a cigar recommended to experienced cigar enthusiasts. 

 

22/ Alex Bradley Project 40 Maduro (Robusto)   

50 Ring Gauge x 5” Medium £18.00 Each 
 
Rolled at a Nicaragua factory, making use of unique tobaccos not seen throughout the rest of AB's large lineup and this 
combination amounts to a medium overall body, placing the spotlight on thoroughly enjoyable dessert-like flavors of 
milk chocolate, vanilla, sweet malt, mocha, and candied nuts.     
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1/Oscar Valladares Leaf 50 Ring Gauge x 5” Medium £24.00 Each 
 

Handcrafted out of the Oscar Valladares factory and covered with a rustic tobacco leaf to protect the Sumatra 
wrapper and help it age. This mellow to medium bodied recipe includes an abundance of delectable flavours such as 
sweet cedar, raisin, espresso, toasted almond, and black pepper. 

 

2/Oscar Barber Pole 52 Ring Gauge x 6” Medium £26.00 Each 
 

This barber pole cigar features both a maduro and a candela wrapper intertwined. Using candela is nothing new but 
is unique in that it uses a box-pressed format. The cold draw is super intense with lots of spice upfront, nuttiness 
and a bit of twang. 

 

3/Oscar Habano Robusto 50 Ring Gauge x 5” Full £24.00 Each 
 

A gem from Oscar Valladares Tobacco and Company, the Oscar Habano Robusto cigars consist of premium 
Honduran and Nicaraguan tobaccos enhanced with a stunning Ecuador Habano wrapper. Full-bodied cigar fans will 
savour a complex smoke loaded with compelling flavours of sweet cedar, toasted almonds, hay, and red pepper. 

 

4/Rocky Patel Robusto No.6 50 Ring Gauge x 5 1/2” Medium £20.00 Each 
 

Aficionados will not miss the chance to smoke a high-quality Rocky Patel & notice the natural sweetness. 
Consummate homegrown blending results in a medium bodied smoke that displays intricate layers of coffee, earth, 
toasted bread, and a warm honey sweetness that ties these rich flavours together. 

 

5/Oscar Valladares Super Fly Maduro Super Corona 
 

45 Ring Gauge x 5 1/4” Med -Full £19.00 Each 
 

Handmade, robust, well made, and slow burning, these serve up full-bodied complex notes of pepper, cocoa, 
leather, dark fruit, and a rich tobacco sweetness throughout, while the Connecticut blend provides mellow-medium 
bodied notes of sweet spice, cinnamon, leather, and cocoa that are perfect for pairing with a good cup of coffee. 

 

6/Rocky Patel 20th Anniversary Natural Rothschild 
 

50 Ring Gauge x 4 1/2” Med-Full £20.00 Each 
 

Starting with orange peels, meatiness and some crisp peanuts, there’s a mild white pepper on the finish, restricted 

to the middle of the tongue. While the orange peels and meatiness remain, things develop quite a bit with salty 
popcorn, French onion soup and some lighter generic nuttiness. 

 

7/Rocky Patel the Edge Toro Maduro  52 Ring Gauge x 6” Full £23.00 Each 
 

One of the most popular cigars on the US market these display lush, well-rounded notes of chocolate, dark spices, 
espresso, leather, wood and cream. A fragrant sweet-smelling tobacco aroma really soothes the senses and adds to 
the overall enjoyment = a masterpiece of cigar blending. Factor in the bargain price point and you will understand 
why this cigar is called The Edge! 
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Honduran Cigars 

8/Alec Bradley Black Market Punk 42 Ring Gauge x 4 ½ Med-Full £16.00 Each 
 

A short, unique cigar this is the smallest size in the Alec Bradley Black Market line and makes a great sampler or 
perfect quick smoke when you are short on time, or perhaps when you're left craving a little more after a full-sized 
Black Market. A smooth, creamy smoke with spicy notes that finish with a hint of sweetness lasting 20-30mins. 

 

9/Rolando Soto, Midnight 50 Ring Gauge x 5” Medium £20.00 Each 
 

This Habano starts with cedar and spicy notes, in a smooth soft mix of plum, and a complete cedar profile. Finishing 
with a creamy balance, presence of leather, gentle spicy & earthy flavours. Created by a cigar sommelier, 
challenging traditional cigars with huge focus on the experience of cigar smoking = a brand for every generation. 

 

10/La Invicta Maduro 52 Ring Gauge x 5 1/4” Medium £13.00 Each 
 

Handmade using the finest tobaccos grown in Honduras whilst being wrapped in a beautiful, dark Maduro wrapper. 
This cigar offers medium strength with a spicy yet hinted with a sweet taste and the easy draw brings out rich, 
nutty-cedar flavours. 

 

11/La Invicta Robusto 50 Ring Gauge x 5” Medium £13.00 Each 
 

Handmade using the finest tobaccos grown in Honduras. Medium strength with a spicy yet hinted with a sweet 
taste and the easy draw brings out rich, nutty-cedar flavours. 

 

12/La Invicta Petit Corona 42 Ring Gauge x 5” Medium £11.00 Each 
 

Handmade using the finest tobaccos grown in Honduras. Medium strength with a spicy yet hinted with a sweet 
taste and the easy draw brings out rich, nutty-cedar flavours. 

 

13/Camacho Connecticut Robusto 50 Ring Gauge x 5 Mild- Med £21.00 Each 
 

From the beginning it shows intense levels of creaminess that help to round out the spice and sweetness of the 
Corojo binder. This cigar is great for milder smokers who want to try and take a small step up in intensity. As always 
from Corojo, this is an enjoyable smoke. 

 

14/Camacho Corojo Robusto 50 Ring Gauge x 5” FULL £21.00 Each 
 

An authentic classic smoke, the thoroughbred leaf is slowly aged like a fine whisky resulting in a robust yet smooth, 
legendary smoke. A bold, full flavoured smoking experience with hearty notes dark roast coffee, spice, bittersweet 
chocolate, and subtle hints of fruit. 

 

15/Camacho Corojo Machitos 32 Ring Gauge x 4” FULL £37.00 Pk 6 
 

Not for the faint palate, the Corojo’s history is almost as bold as its taste. Light one of these incredible sticks to 

savour lush tastes of chocolate, fruit, coffee, and spice. Slowly aged, like a fine rum. Robust, yet smooth - a bold, 
everyday smoke 
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16/Camacho Connecticut Machitos 32 Ring Gauge x 4” Mild-Med £37.00 Pk 6 
 

This is one Camacho smoke that doesn't kick in the door, it knocks and enters with a mild, smooth taste. But don't 
mistake mildness for weakness, this smoke is 100% Camacho. With a spicy kick, boldness meets balance. 

 

17/La Invicta Cannon 52 Ring Gauge x 5 7/8” Medium £17.00 Each 
 

Handmade cigars that require cutting before they can be enjoyed. Using the finest tobaccos grown in Honduras, 
this cigar offers medium strength with a spicy yet hinted with a sweet taste. A joy to smoke releasing aromas of 
rich, nutty flavours, a medium cigar with a sweet aftertaste. 

 

18/Oscar Valladares McFly Sixty 60 Ring Gauge x 6" Med -Full £30.00 Each 
 

This chunky cigar is well-made with a shaggy foot and dark wrapper. Its open, even draw delivers a smoke that is 
malty and earthy followed by notes of pepper, fruit, and anise. The McFly is one of the strongest cigars Oscar 
Valladares has released and this radical Sixty cigar is truly complex. 

 

19/Nording Robusto 52 Ring Gauge x 5 ½” Medium £23.00 Each 
 

Rocky Patel blended the Nording to honour a tobacco world icon, Erik Nording. The cigar features a blend of 
Nicaraguan and Honduran fillers with a Nicaraguan binder & beautiful Honduran wrapper. The result is a rich and 
tasty medium-bodied cigar with toasty sweet flavours and a lingering finish. 

 

20/Altar Q by Oscar Valladares 52 Ring Gauge x 6” Medium £25.00 Each 
 

As should be expected, Altar Q centres largely on Honduran tobaccos and the cigars are meticulously crafted at 
Oscar's own factory in Danlí, featuring an attractive pigtail cap as a finishing touch. The final experience is medium 
in intensity, bringing fine-tuned flavours of dried fruits, minerals, cream, and clean cedar to the palate. 
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Mexican Cigars 

1/TE-AMO World Series - Honduran Blend 54 Ring Gauge x 5” Full £15.00 Each 
 

A full flavoured cigar, beautifully handmade in Mexico with a rare Corojo seed wrapper, surrounding an enticing 
blend highlighted by hand selected Honduran long filler tobaccos. Lasts approx. 40 minute with not too much smoke 
but full of flavour 

 

2/TE-AMO World Series - Nicaraguan Blend 54 Ring Gauge x 5” Medium £15.00 Each 
 

A Mexican handmade, Nicaraguan Blend Robusto which boasts robust Nicaraguan long fillers, a spicy San Andres 
tobacco binder, and a silky-smooth Cuban-seed Criollo wrapper. There's bold flavour, robust aromas with a creamy 
finish. A cigar that won't break the bank and definitely one to try 

 

3/TE-AMO World Series - Cuban Blend 54 Ring Gauge x 5” Full £15.00 Each 
 

Featuring a Criollo '98 wrapper and San Andres Negro, Corojo and Criollo '98 fillers from Cuban seeds grown in San 
Andres Valley. These savoury, fuller-bodied cigars will delight connoisseurs who look for an extremely flavourful 
cigar with exceptional smoothness. 

 

4/TE-AMO World Series - Dominican Blend 54 Ring Gauge x 5” Medium £15.00 Each 
 

Handmade from Premium Connecticut shade wrapper and filled with San Andres Negro binder, from Mexico. The 
filler tobacco is from the Dominican, hence the name. This Robusto is a fine cigar recommended for distinguished 
aficionados and novice smokers alike. 

 

5/TE-AMO World Series - Mexican Blend 54 Ring Gauge x 5” Full £15.00 Each 
 

Handmade in Mexico, this cigar offers a superbly complex palate with a slight hint of salt. Its wrapper is shiny, oily, 
and beautiful and the contents are blended to create the perfect taste festival. Some people recommend it with a 
medium whisky 

 

6/ Casa Turrent Origenes San Andres 54 Ring Gauge x 51/2” Medium £19.00 Each 
 

Mexico is synonymous with value for money cigars, but these are a huge step up in quality & stand toe to with the 
finest cigars to be found.  With flavours of cocoa and cedar, the sweet Maduro wrapper and the many notes of spice 
take you from tangy peppery, fruity acidic through to roasted and tart.   
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German Cigars 

1/Independence Tubos 42 Ring Gauge x 6 3/4” Mild-Med £12.00 Each 
 

These machine-made, mild cigars are described as, 'The cool and trendy cigar in the metal tube. A hint of sweetness 
from the top note of vanilla and Sumatran wrapper has been perfectly suited with the cool and crisp aromatic 
smoke from a blend of German, Javan, and Brazilian tobacco leaves. 

 

2/Vasco Da Gama Ron Barcelo Caribbean (Rum Flavoured) Coronas 
 

40 Ring Gauge x 6” Medium £13.00 Each 
 

Using a unique ageing process in a room adorned with oak barrels containing the 7yr aged Dominican Ron Barcelo 
Imperial Rum. This provides a unique smoke which is aromatic, elegant, and balanced, providing delicate, tart sweet 
oak flavours that caress the spicy tobacco flavours. Enveloped by a scent reminiscent of dark caramel. 

 

3/Vasco Da Gama Glenfarclas Scottish Fina Corona Tubos 
 

40 Ring Gauge x 6” Medium £13.00 Each 
 

The Whiskey range is enhanced with a unique ageing process in a room of aged oak sherry barrels containing 12yr 
old Glenfarclas Whiskey which itself has been aged, in aged Sherry barrels. The result is a spicy sweet flavour that 
balances beautifully with the elegant flavours of the Vasco Cigar. 

 

4/Vasco Da Gama Oporto Port/Wine Flavoured Coronas 
 

40 Ring Gauge x 6” Medium £13.00 Each 
 

Put through a unique ageing process in a Port ageing cellar where the Brazilian wrapper takes on the rich velvety 
bouquet of fruity aromas from the Rozes reserve port. This provides a complex and wonderfully velvety flavour 
which balances perfectly with the excellent Vasco Da Gama Cigar. 
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Belgium Cigars 

1/J. Cortes *Blue* High Class Corona Sumatran 
 

38 Ring Gauge x 5 3/8” Full £10.00 Each 
 

An ideal cigar for those who enjoy an occasional light smoke with a complex blend of leaves providing a rich woody 
flavour in a smooth smoke. An excellent Cigar for weddings, they're mild so won't have the less experienced guest 
going green and more experienced Cigar smokers will enjoy them and appreciate the gesture. 

 

2/J. Cortes *Orange* High Class Corona Honduran 
 

38 Ring Gauge x 5 3/8” Mild-Med £10.00 Each 
 

An ideal cigar for those who enjoy a light smoke from time to time. The Hondurans are finished with a smooth, 
sweet, and nutty Honduran wrapper for a smooth and flavoursome cigar which offers unrivalled flavour for the 
money. 

 

3/J. Cortes *White* High Class Corona Dominican 
 

38 Ring Gauge x 5 3/8” Medium £10.00 Each 
 

An ideal cigar for those who enjoy a light smoke from time to time, the J. Cortes Dominican consists of a filler of 
Indonesian and Caribbean tobaccos wrapped in an Ecuador wrapper and Java binder. A well-balanced cigar offering 
medium to full flavour with sweet, woody, and spicy notes - an excellent smoke for the money. 

 

4/Neos Cappriccio Mini Cigarillos Measure 3.25" long Mild £9.00 Pk 10 
 

Neos Capriccio are a mini cigarillo made using a blend of Burley and Virginia tobaccos wrapped in a Besuki wrapper 
from the island of Java. This mix embellished with the Cappuccino aroma, gives these un-filtered cigarillos a fragrant 
flavour. 

 

5/Neos Feelings Red Filter Mini Cigarillos Measure 3.25" long Mild £9.00 Pk 10 
 

Awesome vanilla flavour cigarillos with a rich and rewarding real tobacco taste. These cigars are smooth even 
though they are filter less. With over a hundred years spent manufacturing miniature cigars, Neos are the masters in 
this domain. 

 

6/Neos Mini Filter Ruby Mini Cigarillos Measure 3.25" long Mild £9.00 Pk 10 
 

Neos Ruby Feelings are a mini cigarillo filtered cigar, made in Belgium using a blend of Burley and Virginia tobaccos 
wrapped in a Besuki wrapper from the island of Java. These sweet, cherry flavoured cigars are filtered for a super- 
smooth smoke that leaves you wanting more. Burn Time - 10-15 minutes 
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1/Davidoff Winston Churchill Belicoso Travellers 47 Ring Gauge x 4 1/2” Med-Full £14.00 Each 
 

There is only one Winston Churchill and Davidoff present a blend as complex as the man himself. Featuring tobacco 
from all around the world (mainly Dom Rep). This is a short and intense cigar yet only lasts for roughly 20 mins. An 
aromatic cigar, complex, yet balanced with creamy oak flavours, mocha coffee & cocoa. 

 

2/Davidoff Signature 2000 43 Ring Gauge x 5” Medium £28.00 Each 
 

Handmade with corojo wrappers the Davidoff 2000 Cigar signature Range is a little smaller than the classic corona 
but with a higher percentage of Piloto tobaccos making for a bold taste of coffee and wood. The aftertaste remains 
smooth and mild, a cigar to try for lovers of a smooth smoke. 

 

3/PSyKo 7 Natural Robusto 50 Ring Gauge x 5 1/2” Mild-Med £21.00 Each 
 

The key to the Psyko 7 is its specially blended filler made of seven tobaccos from six different countries, which has 
redefined the meaning of complexity with a balanced combination of mild to bold flavours. Keep your humidor 
stocked with the Psyko 7 for those days when you must medicate your mind. 

 

4/PSyKo 7 Connecticut Robusto 50 Ring Gauge x 5 1/2” Medium £21.00 Each 
 

Disconnect from chaos and commotion, medicate your mind with PSyKo Seven. Fade away with an exclusive blend 
of seven tobaccos from six countries expertly crafted in the Dominican Republic. Experience the lighter side of 
PSyKo 7 Connecticut. 

 

5/Davidoff Mini Cigarillos Gold 20 Ring Gauge x 3 1/2" Mild £32.00 Pk 20 
 

The full flavour promises an exquisite smoking pleasure. At last, fully extant, after 5-10 yrs each cigar is transported 
to the place where it will transfer into the hands of the aficionado. As the flame touches the tip, time becomes still, 
a moment where sense and pleasure overtake everything else. Each draw of a Davidoff is time beautifully filled. 

 

6/Davidoff Club Cigarillos 22 Ring Gauge x 4" Mild-Med £26.00 Pk 10 
 

Davidoff Club-Cigarillos offer a smooth, mild smoke in a luxury café cigar. Like all Davidoff cigars, Club Cigarillos are 
made with the finest Dominican tobaccos and silky Connecticut wrappers for a consistently rich-tasting and 
aromatic smoking experience. 

 

7/Gurkha Ghost Gold Shadow 52 Ring Gauge x 5” Medium £16.00 Each 
 

Underneath, a Criollo ’98 binder encases U.S., Dominican, and Nicaraguan long-fillers to create a medium-bodied 
blend that’s ultra-smooth. You’ll find sweet and earthy notes, with hints of black pepper and cinnamon spice joining 

the mix. Gurkha Ghost Gold was named the No.4 Cigar to smoke by Maxim back in May 2019 

 

8/Gurkha Royal Challenge Robusto 50 Ring Gauge x 5” Mild-Med £16.00 Each 
 

A velvety smooth cigar for a relaxing smoking experience… the flavour profile is amazingly complex with crisp notes 

of sweet tea, cedar and a hint of citrus balanced out with clean and woodsy cedar, and lightly accented with bits of 
peppered spiciness. a satisfying treat for all your senses. 
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9/Leon Jimenes Petit Corona Blond - Vanilla 38 Ring Gauge x 4” Mild-Med £8.00 Each 
 

Handmade at the La Aurora factory, the oldest cigar makers in the Dom Rep. With immaculate Connecticut shade 
wrapper leaves, smooth and delicate aromatic flavour leaves for a mellow, balanced smoke with notes of creamy 
vanilla. If you’re looking for a mild aromatic flavoured cigar that is a great value for money 

 

10/Leon Jimenes Petit Corona Blond - Honey 38 Ring Gauge x 4” Mild-Med £8.00 Each 
 

Smooth and delicate aromatic flavour leaves for a mellow, balanced smoke with notes of sweet honey. 

 

11/Leon Jimenes Petit Corona Blond – Rum 38 Ring Gauge x 4” Mild-Med £8.00 Each 
 

Smooth and delicate aromatic flavour leaves for a mellow, balanced smoke with notes of rum. 

 

12/Leon Jimenes Prestige Corona 38 Ring Gauge 38 x 5” Mild-Med £12.00 Each 
 

A re-blending of the classic Leon Jimenes brand first released in the 1970s.The cigars come protected in aluminium 
tubes for maximum freshness. The wrapper is a Corojo leaf with Dominican binder and Dominican and Nicaraguan 
fillers. With hints of spice and pepper, this is a mild to medium bodied cigar. 

 

13/La Aurora Principes Corona Caribbean 38 Ring Gauge x 5” Mild-Med £29.00 Pk 5 
 

Released to the local market in the 50’s, this is the original Dominican machine-made cigar. A remarkably good 
quality cigar for the money, they are machine rolled from the surplus trimmings of La Auroras premium cigars with 
mild Dominican leaf and a tasty Cameroon wrapper before being top dressed with Rum. 

 

14/Rebellion; Paradise City Robusto 52 Ring Gauge x 5” Mild-Med £15.00 Each 
 

Named after the Guns N Roses song this cigar promises to be a very delicate and sweet product. Creamy aroma of 
vanilla introduces the sweet nature with notes of chocolate and more spicy aromas such as pepper and cinnamon 
are accompanied by a light note of hay. At the end of the cigar, we find hints of leather and cocoa. 

 

15/Rebellion; You shook me all night long Robusto 52 Ring Gauge x 5” Medium £15.00 Each 
 

This medium bodied smoke will certainly recharge your batteries. It’s a spicy/peppery, light wood cigar with a touch 
of almond on finish. You're going to get lots of leather, and a bit of pepper as you enjoy this beauty. 

 

16/Rebellion; Sweet child of mine 52 Ring Gauge x 5 1/2” Medium £15.00 Each 
 

The first addition to the Rebellion Rockstar Cigar Range, which has taken a lot of time and love to bring to fruition, 
hence the name! A medium bodied cigar full of creamy chocolate flavour, with hints of spice and cedar. 

 

17/Rebellion; Voodoo child 52 Ring Gauge x 5 1/2” Medium £15.00 Each 
 

A dark chocolate wrapper surrounds this medium to full strength cigar, packed full of flavour - liquorice, sweet cedar 
and creamy vanilla are just a few notes to this great smoke. Do you believe in voodoo? You will after smoking this 
exclusive edition to the Rebellion range! 
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18/Rebellion; Ace of Spades 52 Ring Gauge x 5 1/2” Full £15.00 Each 
 

Fires up with flavours of creamy espresso and a touch of spice, leading to rich leather tones and a subtle sweetness 
of honey, creamy cedar, and toasted nuts & dried fruits. 

 

19/La Aurora Dominican ADN (DNA)Robusto 50 Ring Gauge x 5” Med-Full £19.00 Each 
 

This pays tribute to the oldest Dominican tobacco process, an essential part of the tobacco culture DNA! Andullo is 
a hard-to-work tobacco that is unique in cigar making; its strength, inspiring aroma, and sweetness, combined with 
a well-balanced blend provides a completely exceptional smoking experience. 

 

20/PDR, A Flores Gran Reserva Corojo half corona 34 Ring Gauge x 41/4” Medium £11.00 Each 
 

A medium in body cigar that is rich, and creamy with a delightful symphony of flavours. Take some time to cut, 
light, and experience the best kept secret in premium boutique cigars…PDR Cigars. 

 

21/Gurkha Toro Sampler Pack £90.00 Pk 6 
 

This Gurkha sampler bag contains: Gurkha Cellar Reserve 15-Year-Old Hedonism, Gurkha Cellar Reserve 18-Year-Old 
Hedonism, Gurkha Real Toro, Gurkha Cask Blend Hedonism and Gurkha Seduction Toro, all in a beautiful, limited 
edition humidification bag! 

 

22/Juliany Corona Corojo 40 Ring Gauge x 5” Mild-Med £9.00 Each 
 

A great cigar for many occasions. The short smoke time and fresh taste means that you’re not likely to get bored of 

these cigars which can be appreciated by both novice smokers and accomplished aficionados. The Corojo wrapper 
adds spice and a peppery note, the burn is even with an increase in strength towards the end. 

 

23/Juliany Robusto Corojo 50 Ring Gauge x 5” Mild-Med £13.00 Each 
 

Despite the low price, each one of these Robusto cigars is well blended and balanced as you would expect from a 
well-recognised brand. Whilst not a high-end cigar, these provide best value cigars for the novice with a spicy, 
peppery and leathery Cuban style flavour. Burns smooth with a good long ash. 

 

24/Juliany Maduro Corona 40 Ring Gauge x 5” Medium £9.00 Each 
 

Small and creamy, this cigar is the perfect accompaniment to the morning Espresso. The Maduro is slightly sweet 
with a spicy note on the finish. The brand crafts some of the best value for money maduro cigars in the UK such as 
the Juliany Maduro Robusto, which you should perhaps check out if you are looking for a slightly larger cigar. 

 

25/Juliany Maduro Robusto 50 Ring Gauge x 5” Medium £13.00 Each 
 

Made using the finest tobaccos, the Juliany Maduro Robusto are relatively inexpensive cigars that offer a medium 
weight smoke that have a touch of earthiness to them. The Maduro has a slightly sweet, soft spicy note just on the 
finish. The classic size familiar with smokers worldwide. 
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26/Cusano Corona 3x3 43 Ring Gauge x 5 1/2” Mild £12.00 Each 
 

Handmade, Cusano cigars are an affordable smoke which come from the world-famous Davidoff Factory. A good 
entry-level cigar for those smokers new to handmade cigars. Well-constructed and not overpowering, smooth, with 
floral notes and a little spice, a light smoking experience to be enjoyed. Comes pre punch cut. 

 

27/Cusano Robusto 3x3 50 Ring Gauge x 4 7/8” Mild £14.00 Each 
 

A nice mild smoke, making them of great interest to newcomers of the cigar world. The taste is floral, herbal notes 
and has a slight sweetness. The handmade long filler is packed in an attractive aluminium Tubes, and they come pre 
punched so don’t need cutting! 

 

28/Cusano Churchill 3x3 47 Ring Gauge x 7” Mild £15.00 Each 
 

The Cusano Tubos Churchill cigars are very mild, making them of great interest to new cigar smokers. The taste is 
floral, herbal notes and has a slight sweetness. The handmade long filler is packed in an attractive aluminium Tubos. 
They come pre punched so don’t need cutting. 

 

29/E.P. Carrillo Pledge Prequel Robusto 50 Ring Gauge x 5” Med-Full £24.00 Each 
 

The second you light up your palate is treated to the grand flavours of spiced oak, liquorice, and black cherry. It's a 
symphony of flavours soars even higher in its second half, as you begin to taste baked apples and spices. At 5" and a 
50-ring gauge, smokers of the Pledge Prequel will be gifted the most sublime 45mins of their lives. 

 

30/E.P. Carrillo Encore Majestic 52 Ring Gauge x 5 3/8” Medium £24.00 Each 
 

A premium robusto with flavour to spare. Features a gorgeous reddish-brown Nicaraguan wrapper that covers top- 
shelf Nicaraguan binder and filler, the medium-bodied Encore Majestic will dazzle your palate with notes of rich 
earth and a crisp spice, all while balancing out the experience nicely with a sweet undertone. 

 

31/E.P. Carrillo La Historia El Senador 52 Ring Gauge x 5 3/8” Med-Full £24.00 Each 
 

Finished with a luxurious, dark maduro wrapper grown in the San Andres valley. This results in rich, chewy flavours 
that leaves you craving for more at first. Then you are hit with subtle notes of roasted nuts, coffee, black pepper, 
and dark chocolate. A real connoisseur’s cigar. A hint of sweetness on the end results in a perfect balance 

 

32/E.P. Carrillo Triumph trilogy Med-Full £74.00 Pk of 3 
 

The Trilogy includes three of the best cigars Eneresto Perez-Carillo has ever blended, which are the Pledge Prequel, 
the Encore Majestic and the La Historia E-III. All three cigars are expertly hand crafted at Carrillo’s famed Tabacalera 
Alianza in the Dominican Republic. 

 

33/La Galera Imperial Jade Robusto 50 Ring Gauge x 5 1/8” Medium £24.00 Each 
 

Its silky smooth, warm brown Cameroon wrapper covers a Criollo binder, and a filler made of Criollo 98 and 
Dominican Piloto Cubano leaves. Once rolled, this medium-strength cigar delivers a delightful full-bodied smoking 
experience with a creamy and spicy profile. 
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34/BAMF: Superheroes 57 Ring Gauge x 7” Med-Full £25.00 Each 
 

Which Superhero are you, Superman, Spiderman, Batman, or The Punisher? made by incredible people, for 
incredible people, to the highest quality standards that can be held. Just quality fine tobacco cigars for a great price. 
they ensure workers are well provided for in a climate-controlled factory to ensure high standards of quality of life. 

 

35/BAMF: Barbed Wire 52 Ring Gauge x 5” Med-Full £22.00 Each 
 

A must have in your armoury! You will love it! A truly unique experience, with its perfectly handcrafted barbed 
wire appearance, wrapped around a smooth and silky San Andres wrapper. Ish (creator of BAMF Cigars) does not 
offer tasting notes on his cigars, as everyone has a different palate, and he wants you to make up your own 

 

36/BAMF: The “5.56 Green Tip” Habano 52 Ring Gauge x 5” Med-Full £22.00 Each 
 

Habano is a leaf grown from a Cuban seed, hence the word “Habano” or “Havano,” referring to Cuba's capitol. 

Habano tobacco wrapper is darker in colour, has a much spicier flavour and a richer aroma. A medium bodied cigar 
with a nice earthy after taste. 

 

37/BAMF: K9-Cigars General Reggie Toro 52 Ring Gauge x 5” Med-Full £22.00 Each 
 

Celebrating the love of Big Reg, an ever-faithful British Bulldog. The cold draw brings flavours of tobacco, creamy 
nuts, and a hint of black pepper. On lighting, subtle spice, dark rich chocolate and a hint of espresso, leather, and 
hay - with creamy cedar and a touch of vanilla on the finish". 

 

38/Black Bird - Jackdaw Robusto 50 Ring Gauge x 5” Mild-Med £21.00 Each 
 

An easy-going cigar, spicy-sweet and never overwhelming, the Jackdaw gets its tasty laidback character from an 
Ecuadorian Connecticut Shade wrapper over an Indonesian binder and Dominican, USA, and Corojo long-fillers. 
Count on the Jackdaw for a mellow, mouth-watering smoke that hits the spot every time. 

 

39/Black Bird - Crow Robusto 50 Ring Gauge x 5” Med -Full £21.00 Each 
 

Hand rolled, the Crow is a medium to full bodied cigar with a slow burn and smooth draw which allows the complex 
flavours and notes of the grade-A long-filler tobacco to shine through. 
 

40/PDR, El Criollito Robusto   54 Ring Gauge x 5”     Medium       £18.00 Each 

 
One of the most exciting recent developments in the Dominican Republic’s burgeoning cigar industry, PDR Cigars 
have been quietly making waves for over a decade.  These silken beauties bring scintillating notes of white pepper, 
cedar wood spice, freshly ground coffee and a delicate touch of cinnamon. 
 

41/VegaFina Classic Robustos Tubos 50 Ring Gauge x 5”  Mild-Med         £22.00 Each 

 
This Short Robusto is a distinctly smooth, aromatic smoke.  The cigars offer mild, wooden flavour, pepper, almonds, 
and coffee notes.  In addition, these popular mild-to-medium-bodied mouthwatering cigars are enjoyable any time 
of day.  NB: Vegas Finas translates to "finest fields".       
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Costa Rica Cigars 

1/Vegas de Santiago: D8 Robusto 50 Ring Gauge x 5” Med -Full £16.00 Each 
 

Easy lighting enables almost immediate drawing of those first few puffs. These are full bodied and generous. The 
power is not overwhelming. The creamy flavours are distinctive. Leafy tones give way to a hint of roasted coffee 
when tasting the body and the head. 

 

2/ Vegas de Santiago: D8 Barber Pole Torpedo 52 Ring Gauge x 6” Full £18.00 Each 
 

This full flavoured cigar offers intense taste and aroma of chocolate, leather, and nuts, all wrapped up in a striking 
barber pole jacket! Elegant and refined, it offers perfectly balanced aromas which give a touch of character to the 
cigar. This smoke is pleasant and elegant, characterized by delicate and not at all invasive sweet scents. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Dutch Cigars 

1/De Olifant Voc XO Gift Box 30 Ring Gauge x 4” Med -Full £34.00 Box of 10 
 

Machine made cigars which do NOT require cutting. The Sumatran wrappers have a thin, silky structure but are full 
of flavour with a hint of herbal aroma. De Olifant still use traditional machines in their cigar making process with 
their oldest machine dating back to 1888. The cigars are presented in a Cedar wood box, 10 cigars per box. 

 

2/De Olifant Scheepskistje Gift Box   30 Ring Gauge x 4” Mild- Med £37.00 Box of 10 
 

A perfect gift with an assortment of 5 cigars in a box: 2 x Corona Panatella (36 x 5"), 2 x Corona (36 x 4.5"), 2 x 
Knakje (32 x 3 3/4"), 2 x VOC (28 x 3 1/4") and 2 x Matelieff (32 x 3 1/4"). An Olifant is a top-quality machine-made 
cigar produced in the old tradition, in 9 different models that offer a complete range of smoking pleasure. 


